
 
Supplementary Methods 
 
All analyses after GCOS signal calculation (1) were performed using version 2.8.1 of the statistical 
programming language R (2), and packages from Bioconductor (3) on the Red Hat Linux platform (4).  R 
scripts are available upon request. 
 
Differentially expressed probe sets. 
Human dataset, HG-U133_Plus_2 chipset.  All Affymetrix CEL files were summarized into probe set-level 
signals using the GCOS software (1) and then log-base-2 transformed.  Chips from the same donor were then 
loess normalized with each other.  The limma Bioconductor package (5) was applied to identify differentially 
expressed probe sets using empirical Bayes statistics and their version of mixed model ANOVA; see section 
8.2 of (6).  False discovery rate (FDR) estimates were calculated using an in-house script, by randomizing the 
sample labels within each donor, and re-running the analysis 20 times to generate a null distribution of t-
statistics.   Using an FDR cutoff of 0.001, 5834 probe sets were called significantly differentially expressed. 
 
Rat dataset, Rat230_2 chipset.  All Affymetrix CEL files were summarized into probe set-level signals using the 
GCOS software (1) and then log-base-2 transformed.  All chips were loess normalized.  The CyberT algorithm 
was then applied to identify differentially expressed probe sets (7, 8).  FDR estimates were calculated by 
randomizing the sample labels, repeating the CyberT analysis 100 times to generate a null distribution of t-
statistics.  Using an FDR cutoff of 0.001, 2222 probe sets were called significantly differentially expressed. 
 
Mapping from probe set to gene, and determining differentially expressed genes. 
Affymetrix probe set annotations (9) were used to assign Entrez Gene IDs to each probe set.  In order to avoid 
probe sets designed based on outdated gene information, only probe sets mapping to single Entrez Gene IDs 
were retained.  On the human (rat) chip, 40040 (19444) probe sets were kept out of 54675 (31099) total on the 
chip, representing 19759 (13672) distinct Entrez Gene IDs.  T-statistics at the per-gene level were generated 
by taking the average t-statistic over all probe sets querying a given Entrez Gene ID.  FDR estimates for these 
gene-level t-statistics were obtained by following the same averaging procedure for each column in the 
permuted t-statistic matrices.  Using an FDR cutoff of 0.01, 1543 human and 3676 rat genes were called 
differentially expressed between uterine fibroid and normal. 
 
Determination of homologous qualifiers 
Orthologous human-rat gene pairs were collected from NCBI Homologene (10).  To avoid ambiguity, only 
clusters of orthologous genes containing a single Entrez Gene ID for each of human and rat were used to 
designate these human-rat gene pairs.  An additional filter was applied to keep only those human-rat gene 
pairs represented on both Affymetrix chipsets.  11263 human-rat gene pairs satisfying these criteria were 
obtained.  Figure 1B is a scatterplot comparing the gene-level t-statistic values for these 11263 human-rat 
gene pairs.  The cited correlation values are Pearson correlation coefficients. 
 
Identification of significantly regulated gene sets  
Significantly regulated gene sets were identified using an internal R implementation of the sigPathway 
algorithm (11).  Several alterations were made from the original method.  First, the gene-level t-statistics for the 
genes in the 11263 human-rat gene pairs were used as the input statistic vector, instead of the t-statistics for 
all probe sets on the chip.  This modification was used to avoid any biases due to different levels of gene 
annotation between the two species, allowing for a fairer comparison between the human and rat datasets.  In 
addition, using gene-level t-statistics avoids the multiple counting that occurs if there are many probe sets 
querying the same gene.  The rat genes were assigned to gene sets based on the assignment for their 
orthologous human genes.  Second, gene sets from the Broad Institute’s msigdb collection (12, 13) were 
tested, instead of the default gene set collection from the sigPathway R package.  The MSigDB database is a 
rich collection of gene sets, constructed based on Gene Ontology terms (1454 gene sets), transcription factor 



and microRNA binding motifs (837 gene sets), hand curation from the literature and publicly available 
transcriptional profiles (1892 gene sets), and chromosomal location (386 gene sets).  We did not test the 
computationally-derived gene sets (C4) as these are not as straightforward to interpret.  Also, we excluded 
gene sets with fewer than 10, or greater than 400, genes represented on the chip, resulting in 3809 gene sets 
that were tested.  Third, the normalized (NTk and NEk) statistics were calculated using a z-score normalization 
of the permuted gene-level t-statistics, instead of transforming these statistics based on the cumulative 
distribution function for the standard normal.  Gene sets passing FDR(NTk) <= 0.01 and FDR(NEk) <= 0.01 for 
both the human and rat leiomyoma versus normal comparisons are shown in Supplementary Table 4.  88 gene 
sets passed these cutoffs, and can be called differentially expressed in both human and rat.  For each species, 
gene sets were ranked based on the sum of abs(NTk) and abs(NEk).  An overall rank over both species was 
obtained using the sum of the two species’ ranks. 
 
Assessment of mTOR dysregulation in individual fibroid samples 
 A method was devised to estimate the fraction of leiomyoma samples with mTOR dysregulation from 
the human transcriptional profiling dataset.  The general strategy was to identify whether a Rap_down gene set 
[genes downregulated in response to rapamycin treatment (14, 15)] was significantly upregulated in each 
donor-matched leiomyoma versus myometrium sample pair.  First, only Rap_down probe sets satisfying FDR 
<= 0.1 in the human leiomyoma-vs-myometrium comparison (using the limma method described above) were 
retained.  Second, for each leiomyoma sample, a t-statistic-like metric was calculated to indicate the probe 
set’s up or downregulation relative to its donor-matched myometrial sample.  This metric contained the log2-
fold change in the numerator, divided by an intensity-dependent error estimate derived from three myometrial 
samples that were available from one donor.  This error estimate was calculated by first plotting the log2 signal 
standard deviation as a function of average log2 signal over all probe sets, for the three replicated myometrial 
samples.  A loess fit was applied to this graph to derive the typical error level as a function of average log2 
signal intensity.  For each probe set, given a leiomyoma-myometrium sample pair, the average log2 signal 
intensity was calculated over the two samples, and the intensity-dependent error estimate was made based on 
the previous loess fit. Third, this metric was set to 0 if both leiomyoma and myometrial samples had an 
“absent” call.  For each leiomyoma, the fraction of Rap_down probe sets with this metric > 0 was noted.  The 
red curve in Figure 2b shows the distribution of this fraction over all leiomyoma samples.  Using the distribution 
expected for a random gene set (black line, Figure 2b), a cutoff was selected to represent FDR = 0.01 (dotted 
line); leiomyomata with values above this dotted line were then selected as showing significant up-regulation of 
Rap_down genes. 
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